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Generalized models of thorium and particle cycling, data from Station P, and an inversion
technique are used to obtain rate estimates of important biological and chemical transformations
occurring in the water column. We first verify the inversion technique using an idealized data
set generated by a finite difference model, and then apply the inversion technique to data from
Station P. With the Station P data, predicted rate constants for adsorption and releaseof thorium
between the dissolvedand small particle phasesare consistent with the results from other workers.
The predicted rate constants for the interaction between small and large particles are smaller than
previous estimates. The predicted concentration of large rapidly sinking particles is greater than
the concentration of suspended non-sinking particles, whereas the reverse is usually assumed to

be the case.The calculatedsinkingrate for the largeparticlesis 20 m d-1. This sinkingrate is an
order of magnitude smaller than the large particle sinking rate inferred from sediment trap mass
fluxes at two levels in the water column. The reason we predict a high large particle concentration
and slow settling velocity has not been uniquely determined. Possiblemodifications of the current
model that could help to reconcile the differences between observations and model predictions

include: 1) two classesof rapidly sinking particles or rate constantsthat change with depth,
2) direct interactionsbetweenthe large particle and dissolvedphases,and 3) incorporationof a
continuous distribution of particle size and settling velocity.

INTRODUCTION

Particle cycling through the water column plays a central
role in oceanic biogeochemistry. Sinking particles transfer
substancesfrom the surface ocean to the deep ocean and
interact extensively with material that is suspended and
dissolved

in the water

column.

Our

interests

concern

of trace metals from the fine particles; aggregation of fine
particles into rapidly sinking large particles, which are
considered to have a very low abundance in the water
column; and disaggregationof large particles.

Usingtwo westernPacific23øThprofilesand the above
box model Nozaki et al. [1987]succeeded
in obtainingrate

the

constants for adsorption and desorption of thorium and for
particle aggregation and disaggregation. They assumedthat
the observed linear relation between thorium activity and
depth extended to the surface. We show how to calculate
estimates of the box model rate constants for any profile
by solving simultaneousequations detailing the exchangeof
massand thorium activity between the dissolvedand various
particulate phases. A parallel model for particle cycling
radioisotopestudies[e.g., Nozaki et al., 1981; Bacon and includesprocessesthat are usually thought to be biologically
Anderson, 1982; Bacon et al., 1985; Coale and Bruland, mediated and relates the trace metal cycling model directly
1985, 1987; Nozaki et al., 1987] or directly from sediment to sediment trap and other particle measurements. We use a

particle interactions with nutrients and carbon. We want
to use trace metals and radioactive isotopes to study these
interactions. In this paper we describe and test an inverse
technique that yields rate constants and error estimates for
biogeochemicalinteractions.
Most of what we know about particle cycling in the oceans
comes either indirectly from particle reactive trace metal

trap, large volumepumping, and/or other particle studies finite difference model based on the thorium model described
[e.g., Bishopet al., 1978; Honjo, 1980; $uess,1980; Betzer aboveto generatea synthetic data set that is free of sampling
et al., 1984;Marlin et al., 1987; Walshet al., 1988]. In this and analytical errors. We then alter individual elements
paper we use recent ideas regarding trace metal interactions

from the synthetic data set to test the sensitivity of rate

with particles(focusingon thorium) assynthesized
by Bacon constants predicted using the inverse technique. Finally, we

et al. [1985],and further studiedby Nozakiet al. [1987]. apply the inverse technique to thorium data from Station P.
These authors proposed that particle-thorium interactions
can be representedby a box model that involves: dissolved
trace metals; adsorption of dissolved trace metals onto
relatively abundant non-sinking fine particles; desorption

Results

from the Station

P data are inconsistent

with the

Paper number 90JC00753.

basic assumptionsunderlying the development of the model
and with field observations. In particular, we find that small
particles are much lower in abundance than large particles,
and we find that the large particles sink with a velocity that
is almost an order of magnitude slower than inferred from
sediment trap data. These inconsistenciessuggestthat the
model assumptions are wrong. We offer some additional
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interactions
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that

could be included

in future

models.
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DESCRIPTION

affectthe adsorption
rate constant[Honeyman
et al., 1988].

In addition, metals may be removed from the dissolved
We usea tracemetal cyclingmodel(Figurela) analogous
phase by active biologic uptake; however, this may be
to that proposedby Bacon et al. [1985]. In addition to
an insignificant reaction for strongly hydrolyzed metals
the rate constantsfor inorganicadsorptionand desorption
and the actual extent of this processis poorly known.

there is a rate constantassociatedwith biologicprocesses
that represents the active release of trace metals to solution.

A simpleparticle model can incorporatethe samephases
and similarinteractions(Figure lb). The activity of a trace
metal radioisotope
is dividedbetweenthe dissolved(Ad),
smallparticle(As), and largeparticle(Aœ)phases.These
definitionscorrespondto the operationallydefined classes

Collier and Edmond [1984] show that metal/phosphate
ratios in biogenicparticles can be relatively constant over

a wide range of dissolvedmetal/phosphateratios for "biointermediate" metals such as Cu and Ni. In contrast,
the observationthat living and dead phytoplankton cells
concentratesometransuranicsto the sameextent [Fisheret
al., 1983; Fisher, 1986] impliesthat adsorptiondominates

of dissolved
material(materialthat passes
througha filter),
the uptake by biota of stronglyhydrolyzedtrace metals. As
smallparticles(suspended
materialcollectedby filtration)

and large particles (sinkingmaterial collectedin sediment a first approximationwe assumethat activebiologicuptake
of metals occursonly in the euphotic zone and we restrict
traps). Filtration collectslarge particlesas well as small
our discussionto areas below the euphotic zone.
particles,but we assumethat the amountof large particles
Metal is addedto the dissolvedphasethrough desorption
collectedby filtration is small enoughto be ignored. A
from
the small particlesat a rate given by k-i, and by
is the activity in dpm L-1 . We usethe symbolA' to
biologicallymediated remineralizationof particles at a rate

represent
the activityperunit massof particles(dpmg-l),

givenby/•_ 1. /•2 and/•_2 arerate constantsfor the exchange
of metal betweenthe small and large particle phasesas a
result of particle aggregationand disaggregation.All rate

i.e., AL -- At PL. P• is the largeparticleconcentration
and
Psisthesmallparticleconcentration,
bothin unitsofg L-1.
The quantitiesmeasureddirectly are Ad, As, A t , and the
constantsare in units of y-1. The flux of metal due to
largeparticleflux, wPœ.The largeparticlesinkingvelocity
the
sinkinglargeparticlephaseis givenby FAL --wAtP•.
is w.
The small particle phase removes metal from solution
by adsorption at a rate, kl, that is dependent on metal
chemistry. There appears to be a correlation between kl

and a metal's hydrolysisenergy [Li, 1981; Turner et al.,
1981; Kumar, 1987; Cleggand Sarmiento, 1989]. The
concentrationsof surfaceadsorption sites and particles also

Finally, there is also loss of the metal from each of the

phasesby radioactivedecaywith a decayconstantA y-1.
The steady state conservationequation for the metal in each
phase is

0 ----5'+ As(k-1 + •-1) - Ad(kl + ,,•)+ TAd

S

k i
A

L

As •-2

A

-1

N

Fig. 1. Schematic
diagrams
of particleandtracemetalcyclingmodelsbelowthe euphoticzone.(a) Tracemetal
cycling.The k's denoteadsorption
anddesorption
reactions
betweenthe dissolved
tracemetal(Ad) andtrace
metalin the smallparticlephase(As). The tracemetalassociated
with the largeparticlephase(AL) settlesat a
velocity,•o. Radioactive
decayis shownby A, and $ denotes
the production
of daughterisotopes
by a dissolved
parent. The different•'s are rate constantsfor the biologicallymediatedinteractionsthat transfer metal between

the differentphases.(b) Particlecycling.Dissolved
nutrientsaredenotedby N, smallsuspended
particlesby Ps,
and large sinking particles by PL.

(la)
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0 = Aak• + A•,P•./•_•A•(k_• +/•_• +/• + A) + T.a.

(lb)
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that the flux gradientchangeswith depth [e.g.,Martin et al.,
1987]. Furthermore,we lack good informationfor making

an assumption on the functional form of the change in large
particle
activity with depth.
Oz • T•
(lc)
The alternate approach involves integrating the conservaEquation (la) describesthe dissolvedph•e reactions,(lb)
tion equations between the two traps and dividing by the
the small particle reactions,and (lc) the large particle depth interval to obtain the average values for all terms in
reactions.
S (dpmL-• y-•), whicharisesfromproduction the equations. The flux gradient term remains the same:
of Aa by decay of the parent, is the activity of the parent the difference in flux between the two traps divided by the
times the decayconstantof the daughter. We use A'•P•
depth interval. We assume that the large particle activity
rather than A• in the equationsbecauseA• is a menured is the average of the activity in the two traps and use the
quantity. T, which representsthe time derivative, advective, depth averaged values for the dissolvedand small particle
and diffusive contributions, is given by
activities. This method avoids problems with the particle
concentration dependenceof k• becausewe find the average
T()= •
value of k• for the given depth interval. The drawback of
this approach is the problem of how to deal with the vertical
where V is velocity and K is a mixing coe•cient that
integral of the product of two terms: an unknown rate conaccounts for diffusive mixing processes. The equations

o=

-

+

o()

stant (e.g., •) and an activity (e.g., A) measuredat several

describingparticlecyclingare analogousto Equation (1)
0=

0=

depths between the traps. In order to solve for the average

+

-

of/•,• = (f::/•dz)/(z•.
- z•),wemust
beabletoassume

+

0= P.O=
- PO_=

+
oP•

+

(=b)

that the integral of the product •A is equal to the product
of the integrals of • and A, i.e.,

(2c)

/z,.

/•A dz •

R is a Redfield-like constant that givesthe moles of nutrient
per gram of particle. In what follows, we assume that

Tp,, Tpz, TA,, and TAz are negligible,in accordwith the
approachof Bacon and Anderson[1982]and Nozaki ei al.
[1987]. We will, however,considerthe contributionsof

I

/• dz
I

Adz
I

6 by combiningk_• and •_• into a single term, kL• =
(k_• + •_•); and to 5 if we ignoreTAa. This systemof

This is true only if • and A are uncorrelated, an unlikely
condition. For example, the bacterial population is almost
certainly a function of food supply, so that a term like •_ •
may be expected to changewhen the particle concentration
varies. Despite these difficulties, we prefer this second
approachto the first, and use it in what follows. Ultimately,
better vertical resolution and more sophisticated models
of the processes represented by the •'s will remove or
reduce these drawbacks. Such models should use parameters
that may reasonably be assumed constant over large ocean
regions. The type of modeling approach we envision is

3 equations with 5 or 6 unknowns can be solved at any
depth in the water column by using data from three thorium

exemplifiedby the work of Toggweileret al. [1987] and
$armientoet al. [1989].

isotopes
(e.g.,==*Th,=aøTh,
and=a4Th),whichgivesusup

Matrix notation provides a convenient method of dealing
with the equations describingthe change in mass or activity
of the different phases. By making all the assumptions

vertical mixing and small deviations from steady state to

TAa and T• whendealingwith the finite differencemodel.
A consideration
of Equation (1) showsthat there are 3
equations and 7 unknowns: the 3 •'s, the two k's, P•, and

TAa. For our discussion,
we take all the rate constants•
first

order.

The

number

of unknowns

can be reduced

to

to 9 independent equations.

The fi• gradientterm for the largep•ticles, OFAz/Oz,
and the large particle activity, A•, present particular describedafter Equation(1), and by groupingthe unknown
di•culties in solving the system of equations. The vertical rate constantsinto a singlevector, Equation (1) for each

resolution
of OFAz/OzandA• canbepoorbecause
sediment
traps are generally spaced a considerable distance apart.
Two approaches for obtaining these terms from sediment
trap me•urements are possible. In the first approach, one
obtains an estimate for the flux •adient by taking the
difference between the large particle fi• at two traps and
dividing by the separation between the traps

trace metal

can be rewritten

as

--Ad
A•
o

( A,•A
- $ A•A OFAL
Oz )T
One then •sumes that this estimate of the flux gradient
applies to all depths between the traps where me•urements
of the dissolved and suspended particulates are made. In
addition, somefunctional form for the variation of the large
particle •tivity with depth between the traps must be
•sumed. With these assumptions,one then solvesEquation

(1) for the unknownsat eachdepthbetweenthe trapswhere
me•urements

of Aa and A• are obtained. The drawback of

this approach is that data Dom sediment traps show clearly

(3)

Recallthat k'_• - (k_• +/•_•) and notethat T denotesthe
transpose of the vector.
Our

task

will

be to solve for the unknowns

in this

set

of equations. Solving these equations is straightforward if
all the data are known. However, field data are subject
to sampling error, analytical error, and possibly some
systematic error; we try to account for such uncertainties
in a solution. In addition, our assumption that the T terms
are negligible can be an over-simplification. A sensitivity
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analysis can be used to test for the effects of deviations from
the model assumptions. We used a technique outlined by

differ from Equation (1) in that we use A• rather than
A•P• and we usek•_xinsteadof k_x and •_x. This savesus

Wolberg[1967]that solvessystemsof linear and non-linear the necessityof solving the additional particle conservation
equations in a least squaressenseassuming there is no data
covariance. The technique can weight each term by its error
and also yields a covariancematrix and confidenceintervals
for the solution. The method is very general and can easily
be adapted to a variety of models as long as the problem
is over-determined. With the linear system of Equations

equations that would arise from the model in Figure lb.
The initial conditions of the model had a constant activity
for the dissolvedthorium isotopesthrough the water column

(3), •-2 will haveto be foundfrom the calculatedvaluesof

model'stop levels(10 m). Thorium adsorbedontothe large

•-2PL and PL, thus the covariance between the errors in
•_•P• and P• must be considered.
We next discuss the development of a finite difference
model which includes mixing of the dissolved component.
The data are used to test our inverse modeling technique,
and the sensitivity of the predicted solution is explored by
varying the output of the finite differencemodel.

particles was removed from the ocean as it sank out of the
bottom layer. The model was run out for 1000 years.

and no activity in the two particulatephases(Table 1). We
used a short time step of 33.3 minutes because of the fast
settling velocity of the large particles and the thinnessof the

TABLE

Model

1.

Constants
and Initial
Conditions
the Finite Difference
Model

Constants

kl= 0.195 y-X
k_ • = 0.879 y

FINITE

DIFFERENCE

--1

•2= 12.25y- •

MODEL

--1

•_2= 785 y
co = 100 m d -•

A full mathematical description of oceanic conditions
requires advective and diffusive terms in three dimensions
as well as information on any additional source and sink
terms. We are presently working on such models, but here
we restrict our modeling efforts and discussionto the onedimensional steady state case. The finite difference model
includes sinking of large particles and diffusive mixing of
dissolved thorium. Rate constants for metal cycling are

Kv -- i cm2 s-1

Initial

for

Conditions

238U- 2.4 dpm L -•
234U-- 2.76 dpm L -•
dissolved234Th-- 2.4 dpm L -•
dissolved23øTh-- 1 x 10-3 dpm L -1
dissolved228Th----1 x 10-3 dpm L -•
smallparticleactivity = 0 dpm L -1
largeparticleactivity = 0 dpm L -1
228Ra=0.061exp(-6.17x 10-5z)+

0.0308exp(-6.17x 10-5(4 x 105- z))
Rate constantsare taken from Nozaki et al. [1987]

The predicted activities of the three thorium isotopes

taken from Nozakiet al. [1987]and assumedto be constant. in the different phases are in reasonable agreement with
kl is dependent on particle concentration and surface area
data from oceanicprofiles (Figure 2). The maximums
[Honeymanet al., 1988]; however,the calculatedresults in dissolved 9'9'SThat the surface and bottom are caused
based on a constant value for k x are adequate for testing
the inverse modeling scheme.
The 4000 m deep model ocean is divided into 27 layers
of varying thickness. Each of the top three layers is 10
m thick. Large gradients in the surface ocean require a
more closely spaced grid for numeric stability. The layers
gradually thicken to the point where the bottom four layers
are each 400 m thick. The large particle classsinks at a rate

of 100 m d-x. The smallparticlesdo not sink.
Three thorium isotopes were included in the model:

by the distributionof 9'9'SRa. In contrast, the small
and largeparticle9'9'STh
phaseshavesub-surface
maxima
that are produced by the kinetics of Th adsorption and

particlesettling. The 9'3øThactivity for all three phases
increases with depth. The dissolved and small particle
activities are close to those observed by Nozaki et al.

[1987]over the same depth range. This suggeststhat a
constantkx is adequatefor modelingdeepocean9'3øTh.
Dissolved•'34Thhas a constantactivity throughoutthe
water column. The small and large particle phaseshave low

9'34Th,•3øTh, and 9'9'STh.The sourceterms for 9'34Th 9'34Thactivitiesnearthe surfacethat increase
with depthto
and 9'3øThare easilystatedand well known. The parents almost constant values. The shapes of these profiles reflect

of 9'34Thand 9'3øTh(9'3SU
and 9'34U)are homogeneously
the one-dimensional steady state nature of the model. Nondistributed through the ocean with known activities.

steady state conditions, lateral advection, or changing rate

The distributionof 9'9'SRa,
the parent of 9'2STh,is less constants would produce deviations from these profiles, such
constrained.We calculateda steadystate 9'9'SRa
profile asthe mid-watermaximumin 9'3øTh
observed
by Baconand

(Figure2) usingan eddydiffusion
coefficient
of I cm2

sec-x and assumed that there was a 9'•SRasurface flux of
I atom cm -9' rain -x and a bottom flux of 0.5 atom cm-9'

Anderson[1982].
The activities predicted by the finite difference model
were

used

as an

idealized

data

set to

test

the

inversion

rain-x. Thesefluxesare fairly typicalfor the PacificOcean technique. The activity data for the three phases and
[$armiento,1978; Cochran,1979].
three isotopes provided nine equations. The rate constants
The following equations were solved at each depth level

in the model'

OAd
ot

OAs
Ot

OA•
Ot

$ q-Ask'_x-

02Ad

A•(kx
q-A)q-KvOz•.

Aak•+ A•-2 - As(kL•+ •2 + •)

(4a)

from OA/Ot is included (Table 2). Even a small change
in activity for a time step relative to the activity of a given

(4b) phase(At(OA/Ot)/A< 10-5, whereAt isthetimestep)can

OA•

As/•.- AL(/•_•.
+ •) -w Oz

calculated with the inversion technique match those used
in the finite difference model only when the contribution

(4c)

where Kv, the vertical eddy diffusioncoefficient,and O/Ot

alter the rate constants predicted with the inverse technique.
The rate constants predicted with the inverse technique are
insensitive to small changes in the diffusive mixing term;
omitting the diffusion term from the inversion does not alter

are the onlytermsin T( ) that we preserve.Theseequations the predictedrate constants(Table 2).
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Fig. 2. Activity versusdepth profilesfor 228Ra,234Th, 23øTh,and 228Thobtainedfrom the one-dimensional
diffusionmodel.(a) Activityvaluesfor 228Ra(dpm100L-[) usedin finitedifference
model.(b) 234Thactivityin
the dissolved
(opensquares,
dpmL-[), smallparticle(diamonds,
dpm 100L-l), andlargeparticle(filledsquares,
dpm 104L-[) phases.(c) 228Thactivityin the dissolved
(opensquares,
dpm 100L-I), smallparticle(diamonds,
dpm 103L-I), and largeparticle(filledsquares,
dpm 105L-1) phases.(d) 23øThactivityin the dissolved
(open
squares,
dpm 103L-[), smallparticle(diamonds,
dpm 104L-I), and largeparticle(filledsquares,
dpm 106L-[)
phases.
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TABLE 2. Rate Constants(y-l) PredictedWith InverseTechnique
UsingFinite DifferenceModelData
Source

kl

Nozaki et al. [1987]
Inversionincluding diffusionand OA/Ot
Inversion

without

diffusion

Inversionwithout OA/Ot
Errors
model.

are one standard

deviation.

k-1

/•2

0.195

0.879

12.25

0.195-•-0.000
0.195•-0.000
0.205-•-0.014

0.879-•-0.000
0.879•-0.000
1.084-•-0.087

12.25:k0.01
12.25•-0.01
14-•-16

Rate

constants

We used the inversion technique with data from a variety
of depths and tested the sensitivity of the predicted rate
constants by systematically changing the activity of each

isotope in each phase (Table 3). For our discussionwe
focus on data from the 3000 m level. The thorium activity
predicted by the finite difference model for each phase was
altered by 10% becausethis approximates the analytical
error in the Th analyses. The sensitivity tests were carried
out using nine equations for the three isotopesand included

terms for diffusionand OA/Ot.
The sensitivity of the rate constants predicted with the
inverse technique is quite variable. kl and k-1 are most

calculated

from

data

at 3000

/•-2
785

785-•-1
785•-1
890:•1000
m in finite

difference

extremes, but of the three isotopes, changing its activity
flux gradient has the largest affect on the rate constants.
A dimensional analysis of the equations suggeststhat the
flux term is relatively small and that the change in the rate
constantsis related to the size of the flux term compared to

the term (As/•. •- A•/•_•.).
Changes in the small and large particle activity strongly
affect •. and •_•. because•. and •_•. are greater than the
decay constants for all the isotopes. The fast interaction
between the small and large particles causes the ratio of
small to large particle activities for each isotope to be nearly
equal. As a result, one column of the matrix in Equation

sensitive
to changes
in the •'3aThdissolved
phaseactivity. (3) differsfrom anothercolumnby a nearlyconstantfactor,
The source of this sensitivity is probably related to the fact

that the •'3aThdecayconstantis largerthan either rate
constant. Changingthe dissolved
•'•SThactivity has an

in other words, two columns are almost collinear. The rate
constantsassociatedwith the collinear columns,/•. and/•_•.,
are "poorly resolved" by the activity data. Small changes

intermediate effect on the predicted rate constants, while

in thesecolumns(the small or largeparticleactivities)can

changing
the dissolved
•'SøTh
hasthe smallest
effect./•. and strongly affect solutions for •. and •_•..
•_•. are sensitive to changes in any phase except dissolved

•'SøTh. /•. and /•_•. are relativelyinsensitiveto changes
in the term •vOAL/Oz. We do not completelyunderstand

whythisis so. In the •'SaThequation,
•vOAL/Oz
andany
changesto the term are insignificant when added to A•A,

STATION P
Data

and Results

In order to calculate the rate constants and large particle

andthereis no changein the rate constants.
Forthe •'SøTh concentrationin Equation (3), one needsenoughthorium
equation,one can neglectA•A, and changing•vOA•/Oz has
a relatively small affect on/•. and •_•. comparedto changing

isotopedata to solvefor the five unknowns(TAdis assumed
to be 0, as in Baconand Anderson[1982];and Nozaki et al.

A8 or AL. The •'•'SThequationfalls betweenthesetwo

[1987]).A suitable•'a4Th,•'aøTh,and•'•SThdatasetwas

TABLE 3.
Normalized

Rate

Rate Constant Sensitivity
Constant

10% Increase In Altered

kl

After

Term

k-1

/•2

/•-2

0.195

0.879

12.25

785

Dissolved 234Th
Dissolved 23øTh
Dissolved 228Th

0.631
0.979
1.056

0.673
1.025
1.245

0.41
0.99
1.10

Small Particle 234Th
Small Particle 23øTh
Small Particle •'28Th

1.051
0.995
0.974

1.047
0.954
0.919

LargeParticle234Th 0.974
LargeParticle23øTh 0.933
LargeParticle 228Th 1.000

234Th:t.vOAL/Oz
23øTh:•vOAL/OZ
22STh:t.VOAL/Oz

Unaltered
Altered

Value

Normalized

Rate

Constant

10% Decrease In Altered

kl

After

Term

k-1

/•2

/•-2

0.195

0.879

12.25

785

0.44
0.99
1.10

6.031
1.015
0.949

5.298
0.965
0.836

1.63
0.99
0.92

1.56
0.99
0.92

0.38
0.35
-2.06

0.39
0.37
-2.10

0.918
0.769
1.015

0.919
0.562
1.083

0.23
0.01
0.38

0.23
-0.00
0.37

0.973
0.890
1.000

0.33
0.07
0.40

0.33
0.08
0.39

1.005
0.985
1.000

1.007
0.983
1.000

0.38
0.35
-1.70

0.40
0.37
-1.74

1.000
1.000
1.000

!.00
1.01
1.04

1.00
1.01
1.04

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.00
0.99
0.96

1.00
0.99
0.96

Term

1.000
1.000
1.000

Rate constants predicted by inverse technique with finite difference model data from 3000 m.
The three equations for each thorium isotope were used in the inversion. Rate constants are
normalized with respect to their unaltered value.
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collected at Station P. Dissolved and suspended sediment
sampleswere collectedat five depths between 1000 m and
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an error of d-10%,exceptfor 234Uand 238U.Predicted
valuesof kl (0.47y-i) andk-1 (0.97y-i) arein reasonable

3600m (Table 4). Sedimenttrap data at 1000m and 3800m

agreement with previous estimates based on oceanographic

were collected at two week intervals from 27 March

1983 to

data [Baconand Anderson,1982;Nozaki et al., 1987]. The

6 October 1983. The mass flux at each depth was quite

sensitivity study of the finite differencemodel suggeststhat

variable during this period (Figure 3a). This highlights kl and k-1 are the parts of the solution least affected by
the importance of obtaining a sufficiently long time series
of measurements so that one can obtain an average that
satisfiesthe steady state assumptionsof the model. This
data set is marginal in this respect. A full descriptionof the
experimental data and an analysiswill be given in a separate

deviations from steady state and 1-D assumptions. The

predicted
concentration
of largeparticles(PL) is 12/•g L-1
and seems rather high on first inspection. It resembles a
value that might approximate the total suspendedmatter
concentration. fl-2, which is calculatedfrom PL and fl-2P•,

hasa valueof 0.8 y-i, andf12hasa valueof 0.22y-1. The

paper.

We transformed

the field data into a structure

values of f12 and fl-2 are smaller than those predicted by

suitable

Nozakiet al. [1987;f12= 2.4 to 12.3y-1 andfl-2 = 148
to 789y-i, for a settlingvelocityof 100m d-1, or 350to
dpmg-i) wascalculated
fromthe time weighted
average 2.4 x 104y-l, for a settlingvelocityof 300m d-1).
massflux ((•, FpLAt)/(•-•.At)) and the time weighted
/
average
largeparticleactivityflux((•, FpLA'
Discussion
for the regressiontechniquein the following manner. The

average
largeparticle
activityat eachsediment
trap(•

The large particle activity used in the inverse calculation
There is a dramatic difference between the values of •2
is the averageA•L of the two depths. cvOAœ/Oz
is found
by dividing the differencein the averageactivity fluxesby and •_2 based on the Station P data and the values of •2
the depth difference between the traps. Finally, we use and •_2 from Nozaki et al. [1987].One wouldexpectsome

becausethe 2aøThactivityprofilesare different.
the 2a4Th,2aøTh,and22SThdissolved
andsuspended
phase difference
depth averagedactivitiesbetweenthe sedimenttraps (Table
4).

Still, such a large differencein rate constantsrequires some
comment. The beta rate constants found by Nozaki et al.

Once the field data is properly averaged, the inverse [1987]are greaterthanthe 22STh
decayconstant
andon
technique can be used to find values for the rate constants the order of, or greater than, the rate large particles travel
and the large particle concentration(kl, k-i, /•2, /•-2PL, through the water column. If •2 and •_2 were as great or

PL, Table5). We assumeeachactivityand cv•AL/Ozhave greaterthan thosefoundby Nozaki et al. [1987],then the

TABLE 4a. Station PAPA Data (LargeVolumeData)
Particulate

Depth,
m

234Th
dpm

230Thd m

Dissolved

228Thd m

234Thdpm 230Th
d m 228Thdpm
0-0-•L
•0'

1000
1800
2200
3100
3600

0.417
0.279
0.211
0.165
0.118

0.085
0.103
0.154
0.206
0.171

0.250
0.191
0.136
0.155
0.199

2.08
2.36
2.50
2.28
2.26

0.187
0.224
0.402
0.419
0.541

0.569
0.143
0.249
0.502
1.130

Average

0.229

0.149

0.179

2.32

0.359

0.474

TABLE 4b. Station P Data (SedimentTrap Data)
1000 m

3800 m

Sample

Interval Mass
Fluxm•d
I
2
3
4

230Th
dpm 22STh
dpm Mass
Fluxm•d 230Th
dpm22STh
dpm
g

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

176
199
323
443
295
158
420
596
348
143
93
119

0.32
0.34
0.28
0.21
0.28
0.48
0.23
0.21
1.09
0.33
0.70
0.57

average

276

0.38

g

6.80
7.50
5.76
4.45
4.64
6.70
3.33
3.62
4.42
8.38
11.64
8.64

5.24

g

94.7
71.8
121.8
215.1
221.0
129.5
99.1
466.2
427.7
363.3
135.2
65.0

201

g

1.98
2.51
1.93
1.37

7.49
7.66
5.93
5.39

1.39
2.15
2.63
0.94
1.25
0.92
0.69
3.75

5.30
6.24
6.76
3.22
5.35
4.67
12.16
12.18

1.40

5.69

All sampleintervalswere 14 days. Averagevalueswere calculatedusingthe methodsnoted in the text.
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600
--

The validity of this assumption is questionable considering
the particle concentration dependenceof kl and the likely
variation of •2 and •-2 with depth. They assume that ka

1000 m
3800 m

•
500

(equivalentto our •2) equalsP/a and that ka (equivalent
to our •-2) equals(AS- P)/a, where P is the production

rate of 2aøTh,a is the interceptof the particulate2aøTh
activity,A is the slopeof the particulate23øThactivity

400

versus depth, and $ is the large particle settling velocity.
Using the Station P data and the technique given in Nozaki

300

et al. [1987]we find a valueof 0.6 y-1 for •2 and 62.5
y-1 for •-2 (assuming
a settlingvelocityof 100m d-l).

200

Thesevaluesare closerto the resultsof Nozaki et al. [1987]
than the values predicted by the inversion technique. The
difference is primarily due to the larger intercept found

IO0

usingour particulate2aøThdata. We shouldnotethat the
ß

!

ß

i

ß

!

ß

interceptsfoundwith our data and with Nozakiet al. [1987]

!

6

are not statistically different from zero.
The rate constants for Station P predicted with the
inversetechnique are lesssensitiveto a 10% changein the
activity of a given phase than the rate constants predicted
from the finite difference model data. The sensitivity tests

8

Sample Interval
a

showthat kl andk-1 aremostsensitive
to changes
in 234Th
-

[]

1 km trap: 0.1 (228Th/230Th)

[]

dissolved activity and that •2 and •-2

3 km trap: 228Th/230Th

to changes
in 22SThsmallparticleactivity. Theseresults
are similar

to those found

with

are most sensitive

the finite

difference

model

data; however, the magnitude of the changes are smaller.

Forexample,increasing
the 22SThsmallparticleactivityby
10%:decreased
PL to 7 x 10-2 pg L-1, increased
fi-2 to 250
y-l, andincreased
•2 to 0.25y-1. The reducedsensitivity

%'i,

of the rate constantspredicted with the Station P data may
be related

[] []

are not
[]

[]

[]

[]

i

'

200

i

ß

i

400

6o0
-2

-1

d

)

b
3.

in the data

data

matrix

matrix

from

the

different

ratios

also tend

to force

the

rate

constants

predicted by the inverse technique towards smaller values.
Including the equation for the change in large particle

Mass Flux (mg m

Fig.

in the

the small and large particle phases reduce the collinearity.

[]

[]

0

the columns

as those

finitedifference
model.Thedifferent22STh/2aøTh
ratiosof
The

ß

to the fact that

as collinear

(a) Station PAPA mass flux data for the two week

sampling intervals at the two sediment trap depths. Note the
approximately two week offset in mass flux changes between the

mass with time (Equation (2c))in

the inversionwould

provide additional information that could further constrain
the solution for •2 and •-2.
We need the concentration
of suspendedmatter if we are to include the large particle
equation. Unfortunately, we do not have suspendedparticle
concentrations

for Station

P.

The rate constants predicted by the inverse technique
using Station P data appear reasonable, especially when

one considersthe variability in massflux (Figure 3). The

traps. This impliesa sinkingrate of order 200 m d-1. (b) uncertainty for each term predicted by the inversetechnique
22STh/23øThactivity ratios for sedimenttrap material versus ranges from 5 to 25% of the predicted value. The high
mass flux. The interval 11 sample from the 3800 m trap is omitted
from this plot. The ratio tends to increase with mass flux in

large particle concentration seemsunreasonable. The model
assumes this concentration represents the time weighted
material
at 3800 m whereas there is an almost constant ratio at
average
of material collected by the sediment traps and
1000m. Note that the 22STh/23øTh
ratiosfor the 1000m trap
that there is a sharp distinction between the large particles
are multiplied by 0.1.
settling at a single, constant velocity and the non-sinking,
suspended small particles. These assumptions, of course,
228Th/23øTh
ratiosin the largeand smallparticlephases are not completely correct. The validity of the predicted
should be nearly equal. In the Station P data the large PL and the model assumptionscan be tested by examining
andsmallparticle22STh/2aøTh
ratiosdiffer(Table4). This predictions based on P•.
impliesthat •2 and •-2 are smallerthan the 228Thdecay
Two parameters can be predicted with the large particle
constantand/or smallerthan the rate large particlestravel concentration: the small particle concentration and the
through the water column. Two important assumptions large particle settling velocity. Using the particle model
used by Nozaki et al. [1987], which stronglyaffect their from Figure lb and the steady state equation for the large
solutions for •2 and •-2, are that total and particulate
particles from Equation (2c), one can solve for a small

surface2aøThactivitiescan be foundby linearregression. particle concentration(Ps):

MURNANEET AL.:THORIUMISOTOPES
ANDPARTICLECYCLING
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TABLE 5. Rate Constantsand Large Particle ConcentrationPredicted
Using Station PAPA Data
Unknown

Station P

Western Pacific

Panama Basin

0.204- 1.28y-1
1.33- 6.3 y-1

kl

0.47•0.09y-1

0.19- 0.44y-

k•-l

0.97•0.09
y-1

0.88- 1.88y-

•-2PL
PL

10+1 pg L-1
12.2•2.3 •g L-1

•-2

0.8+0.2y-1

•2

0.22:k0.01
y-1

2.36- 12.25

148- 785*

Errors are one standard deviation. The relatively large error in •-2 is due to the
inclusionof covariancebetweenPL and •-2PL in the error calculations.Values for
the WesternPacificare from Nozakiet al. [1987],valuesfrom the Panama Basin are

from BaconandAnderson
[1982].Numbersin thesetwo columnsgivethe rangeof
rate constantscalculatedfrom different profilesand at different depths. The kl in
Bacon and Anderson is correlated with particle concentration.

* Assuminga 100 m d-1 settlingvelocityfor the largeparticles.

P•-2

+ wOP•/Oz
•2

settlingvelocity
ontheorderof 200m d-1, whichdisagrees
by a factorof 10 with our w calculatedfrom the resultsof
the inverse technique.

A possiblecauseof the inconsistent
predictionsbasedon
the
large
particle
concentrations
may
be incorrectmodel
particleconcentration
of 0.54•g L-1. The smallparticle
concentrationpredicted in this manner is very sensitive assumptions.There may be more than one classof large
to changesin PLY-2 or wOPL/Oz, but this calculation particles. Wakehamand Canuel[1988]arguethat organic
data is consistentwith two classesof large
shows that P8 is inconsistentwith expected small particle geochemical
particles,
each
with settlingvelocitieson the order of 100
concentrations,
whichareprobably
near10•g L-1.
The settlingvelocity,w, of largeparticlesat StationP can m d -1. Mass flux variations could be associated with
in the relativeabundance
of fecalpelletsandmarine
be found from the P• predictedwith the inversetechnique changes
(Table5) andthe average
of the average
massfluxat each snow and alter the compositionand settling velocity of
our averagelarge particle. Rapidly sinking fecal pellets
depth (Table 4), Fp L ß
producedduringa bloomin the surfacewatercouldtraverse
w -- FpL/P•:
the water column at a different rate than marine snow and

This equationand data in Tables4 and 5 yield a low small

causethe ratio of fecalpelletsto marinesnowto changewith
Usingthisequation
wefindw = 20m d-l, a relatively
slow time. This problemwould be minimizedwith sufficiently
settlingvelocity.Thereare a widerangeof reportedsettling long sedimenttrap records.
The isotopicsignalof two particleclasses
shoulddifferif
velocities for material collected by sediment traps. Fecal

pelletsettlingvelocitiestend to be on the orderof 100-200
m d- 1. However,they tendto representonlya smallfraction
of the massflux collectedby sedimenttraps [Pilskalnand
Honjo, 1987]. Estimatesof marinesnowsettlingvelocities
tend to be lower. Kajihara [1971] measuredsettling

they originateat differentdepthsin the water columnor
if they have differentinteractionswith the dissolvedand

smallparticlephases.
The2•STh/•aøTh
sediment
trapdata
suggestthat morethan one classof sinkingparticlesexist
or that particleinteractions
changewith massflux (Figure

3b, notethat the i km trap valuesaredividedby 10). The
ratioof trappedmaterialat 3800m tendsto
d-1 but rangedfrom20 to 250m d-1. Thismaterialwas 228Th/2aøTh

velocitiesof marine particles that averagedaround 70 m

collectedin the field, disaggregatedduring sampling and

transport,returnedto the lab, allowedto "re-aggregate"
in the laboratory,and collectedwith a pipette before the
settlingvelocitywas measured. Asper [1987]calculated
settling velocitiesof trapped material that ranged from
i to 36 m d-1 based on photographsof the material
and estimatesof particle concentrations.Usingtheoretical
considerations,
Hawley [1982]calculatedsettlingvelocities
for particlessmallerthan 50 •m that were lessthan 50 m

increaseslightlywith massflux, whilein the I km trap, the
ratio remainsrelativelyconstantwith increasingmassflux.

The increase
in •2STh/•aøTh
with massfluxin the deeper
trap suggests
that morematerialis comingdirectlyfromthe
surfaceduring times of high massflux.

The average
•STh fluxdeclines
by .• 20%andtheaverage
mass flux declinesby .• 25% between 1000 m and 3800

m (Table
4/. Thisrelatively
small
decrease
in the2•STh
activityfluximplies
thatthelargeparticles
thatcarry•STh

exchange
•2SThslowly.The slowexchange
d-1. Particles in this size range can provide the largest fromthe surface
with increasing
dissolved
•aøTh
fraction of the measuredmassflux [Honjo, 1978; Pilskaln of thoriumis inconsistent
and Honjo, 1987],thoughthey may be producedby the
breakupof largerparticles[Honjoet al., 1982]. Thus, it
appearsthat our predictedw is on the low end of the
observedrange of settling velocities.
We can alsoestimatea settlingvelocityfrom the offsetof

activitywith depth[BaconandAnderson,
1982].
There are other possiblereasonsfor the unrealistically

high large particle concentrations
suchas deviationsfrom
steady state conditionsand effectsof lateral advection.
These factors could be minimized by using data averaged

massfluxpeaksversustime [Honjo,1984;Takahashi,
1986]. over longer time intervalsof one or more years, and by
The peakoffset(Figure3a), thoughnot distinct,suggests
a

sampling at appropriate locales.
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PossibleModel Adjustments
The high PL concentration obtained by the inversion of
the Station P data, the low w and P8 predicted with PL,

the changingthorium ratios with mass flux (Figure 3b),

andthe smalldropin the 22SThfluxbetween
the twotraps
imply that modificationsof the existing model could better
describe the processesoccurring in the water column. We

briefly mentionthree possiblechangesin the model: 1) an
additionalclassof sinkingparticles,2) direct adsorptionand
desorption between the large particles and the dissolved

phase, and 3) incorporationof the fact that there is a
continuous range of particle sizes and settling velocities.
A possible way to explain these observations would be
to include two sinking particle classes. One type might
represent fecal pellets that slowly interact with suspended
matter.
The other might represent amorphous marine
snow aggregates that extensively interact with suspended
particles by breaking up and re-forming frequently. Each
type of particle would be characterized by different values
for •2 and •_• and the relative activity flux of eachparticle
classcould vary with changesin total massflux. It may be

that at depththe •STh cycleis influenced
moreby the first
type of largeparticlewhilethe •34Thand 23øThcyclesare
influenced more by the second.
Direct interaction betweenthe large particle and dissolved
phases may also be important. If • and •_• can be as
small as, or smaller than, that predicted with the Station P
data, then there could be a significantamount of inorganic

desorptionfrom large particles(and adsorptiononto large
particles, depending on their concentration and surface

characteristics).
Finally, a completedescriptionof particle dynamicswould
include the continuousnature of particle size and settling

velocity[McCave,1975, 1984; Brun-Cottan,1986]. The
material collected with large volume filtration and with
sediment traps does not collect sharply defined size classes
and sinking velocities. Filtration yields a mass weighted
particle class and sediment traps sample a flux weighted
particle class.

We recognizethat thesemodificationsmay not adequately
represent processesoccurring in the water column. We
wish to emphasize, however, that one can use the procedure
outlined in this paper, along with additional field data, to

predict rate constantsfor altered (or new) modelsand to
test model predictions.
We also note that

the constant

betas used in the current

model are inconsistentwith sediment trap observationsby

will fit oceanic observationsonly if we permit the •'s to
vary with depth. More realistic modelsof the physical and
biologicalparticle cycling processes,such as those explored

by Toggweiler
et al. [1987]and $armientoet al. [1989],
shouldinclude more fundamentalrate constantsthat apply
over larger oceanic regions.
CONCLUSIONS

Models of trace metal and particle behavior in the ocean

showbasic similarities. As a result, thorium isotopedata
can provide information on particle cycling rate constants
as well as thorium adsorptionand desorptionrate constants.
These rate constantscan be found through the solutionof
a system of equations that describe the distribution of mass

and activity betweenthe variousphases. An important
feature of thesemodelsis that the data for the systemof
equationscan be collectedwith sedimenttraps and samples
of dissolvedand suspendedmaterial.

We used a finite differencemode] to generatepredicted
profiles of thorium isotopesin solution, in suspended
material, and in sinking partic]es. These data were used

to test the inversetechnique. We tested the sensitivityof
the rate constantspredictedwith the inversetechniqueby
changingthe activity of differentphases.The rate constants
most sensitiveto changesin the data are f•2 and f•_2. This
sensitivityis associated
with the mode]rate constantsbeing
largerthan any of the thorium isotopedecayconstants.
Rate constantsand the concentrationof large partic]es
were predicted from data collected at Station P. Values of

• (0.4•+0.0••-•) •,• •_• (0.•+0.0• •-•) •

•i•i.

the rangeof previousestimates.f•2 (0.22+0.01y-i) and
f•-2 (0.8+0.2y-i) are muchsmallerthan otherestimates
[Nozakiet al., 1987]madewith thoriumisotopedata. The
differencecouldbe due to the assumptions
usedby Nozaki
et al. [1987],to non-steady
stateconditions
at StationP,
or to multidimensionaleffectsat Station P. The predicted
concentrationof large partic]es is very high, on the order
expected for the suspendedparticle concentration.
Analysisof the Station P data imply that modifications
of the current particle mode] may be needed. Possible

mode]modifications
include:an additionalclassof sinking
partic]es,direct interaction betweenthe large particle and
dissolvedphases,and explicitly includingthe continuous
natureof particlesizeand settlingvelocity. The following
measurements

should

be obtained

in order

to test

such

models:

1.

In sediment traps, the mass flux of particles and the

Martin et al. [1987]. An analyticalsolutionto Equations
activityper unit massof the threethoriumisotopes,
228Th,
(2b) and (2c), assuming
that a• and the •'s are constantand 23øTh,and234Th.Thesemeasurements
needto be obtained
that the T( )'s are negligible,is
at a minimum of two depths spanning the portion of the
P1;- Pz:oexp( - z/ z. )
+
Z. --

measurements

P. = •P•

•-1 +•

where PLo is the concentrationof large particles at z=0.
The exponential function for the large particle distribution
contradicts the power law relationship for mass flux found

by Martin et al.

[1987], and gives negligibleparticle

concentrations at depth.

water column that is of interest. Idea]]y, more traps, spaced
as closely as possible, should be used.
2. In the water column, the concentration of dissolved
nutrients and of the three thorium isotopes. These

This suggeststhat the model

should

be obtained

between

the

sediment

traps, and at the depth of the traps, with adequate
resolutionto define the averagebetween the traps.
3. Also in the water column, the concentration of
suspendedpartic]es and the activity per unit mass of the
three thorium isotopeson the partic]es. Again, there should
be measurementsat the depth of the traps and between

MURNANE ET AL.: THORIUM
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the traps, with sufficient resolution to define the average
between the traps.

4. The dissolved
activityof 22SRa.22SRaactivitiesare
highly variable and need to be measured at all locations with
adequate vertical resolution to resolve the average between
sediment traps.
The nutrient and small particle concentration measure-

mentslet oneincludeEquations(2a) and (2b), and possibly
determine the importance of •_•.
In concluding, we note that physical oceanographers
often attempt to determine with conservative tracers the
transport terms lumped into our parameter T. Such studies
have recently begun to include non-conservative tracers,

suchas nutrients[e.g.,Rintoul, 1988;and Schlitzer,1988],
in which the mainly biologically mediated source and sink
terms are included in a single unknown directly analogous
to our term T. In this paper we expand the source and
sink terms in a model of particle and thorium cycling that
is based on earlier trace metal cycling studies, and we
outline

how

to use observations

to constrain

these

terms.

Future work will eventually bring together techniques that
emphasize the physical processeswith those that emphasize
the chemical and biological and will require physicists,
chemists and biologists to obtain data sets with better
spatial and temporal resolution. The Global Ocean Flux
Study and the World Ocean Circulation Experiment promise
to do this for us.
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